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ABSTRACT: Three vinylene linked diketopyrrolopyrrole based donor−acceptor (D−A)
copolymers have been synthesized with phenyl, thienyl, and selenyl units as donors. Optical
and electronic properties were investigated with UV−vis absorption spectroscopy, cyclic
voltammetry, near edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy, organic field effect transistor (OFET)
measurements, and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Optical and electrochemical
band gaps decrease in the order phenyl, thienyl, and selenyl. Only phenyl-based polymers are
nonplanar, but the main contributor to the larger band gap is electronic, not structural effects.
Thienyl and selenyl polymers exhibit ambipolar charge transport but with higher hole than
electron mobility. Experimental and theoretical results predict the selenyl system to have the
best transport properties, but OFET measurements prove the thienyl system to be superior
with p-channel mobility as high as 0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1.

1. INTRODUCTION

Polyene based π-conjugated polymers poly(phenylenevinylene)
(PPV) are among the most well-studied organic semi-
conductors, synthesized in the early developing years of π-
conjugated polymers.1 PPV has received much attention as a
material of choice for organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)
due to its high luminescence.1−3 To improve solubility as well
as to tune its functionalities, the chemical structures were
further modulated by changing the alkyl groups attached to the
phenyl rings to have a range of vinylene based polymeric
semiconductors.4,5 Variation at the core with different aromatic
groups in conjugation with a vinylene unit has led to the
multitude of combinations.6,7 Poly(thienylenevinylene) (PTV)
and its selenium analogue poly(selenylenevinylene) (PSV), the
simplest vinylene based polymers, were developed later.8,9 PTV
showed improved electrical performances.10−13 Moreover,
recent findings have demonstrated that this material can exhibit
singlet fission foreshowing bright prospects for photovoltaic
applications because it improves power conversion efficien-
cies.14 However, the non-centrosymmetric alkyl chain attached
to the thiophene ring in PTV gives rise to the regiorandomness
and causes structural defects limiting charge transport proper-
ties.15 Until now, various synthetic strategies have been adopted
to minimize the drawback related to the structural disor-
der16−19 and accordingly device performances have been
improved with the regioregular polymers.4 Extensive exper-
imental and theoretical studies on vinylene polymers have
revealed that, in addition to the structural disorder, conforma-

tional disorder also has a strong influence on the device
outcome.20 A twist or bent of the polymer chain leads to the
conformational defects, which limit the conjugation length and
localize the charge carrier between two defect states.20−22

Therefore, a polymer chain may consist of multiple
chromophoric segments controlling the overall intra- and
interchain charge transfer processes.23 Such defects severely
affect the charge carrier energetic and transport properties of
the polymeric backbone. In polyenes, the presence of cis-defects
or tetrahedral carbons are sources of conformational disor-
der22,24 which is proved to be detrimental for device
applications. There is an ongoing effort to control the
conformational defects arising during polymer synthesis or
while processing to achieve optimal electronic and optical
properties.25 Hence, it is crucial to understand the origin and
identify the nature of such defect states to avoid limitations of
polyene based donor−acceptor conjugated polymers.
In the field of π-conjugated organic materials, diketopyrro-

lopyrrole (DPP) has emerged as a versatile chromophore. Due
to its ideal chemical and electronic structure, DPP based
materials have added new dimensions both in organic
photovoltaics (OPVs) and organic field effect transistor
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(OFET) devices.26−35 Recently, Jenekhe and co-workers have
reported two vinylene-based DPP copolymers synthesized in
conjugation with thienyl and phenyl coupled DPP units.
Among them, thienyl based polymer has demonstrated an
efficient ambipolar characteristic as compared to its phenyl
analogue due to favorable electronic and structural properties.36

Yun et al. have shown that the performance of vinylene based
materials is highly susceptible to the chain conformation next to
the vinylene unit.37 Thiophene coupled DPP polymers with the
vinylene linkage showed enhanced charge transport proper-
ties.38−41 Kim and co-workers have demonstrated that charge
carrier mobility in a vinylene linked thiophene DPP based
copolymer can be improved with the substitution of
selenophene.28,42,43 Recently, the nature (p- and n-type) of
the charge transport property was finely tuned by attaching a
strong electron withdrawing group at the vinylene linkage in a
DPP based copolymer.44,45 Thus, the variety of results obtained
for vinylene systems reveals that a clear and conclusive
understanding is lacking about the role of the vinylene moiety
in organic semiconductors. In the present work, we have carried
out a comparative study on three vinylene-based DPP donor−

acceptor (D−A) copolymers, designated as PVPDPP-OD,
PVTDPP-OD, and PVSeDPP-OD. The chemical structures of
the three copolymers are shown in Figure 1. The comparative
study of the three polymers reflects the influence of the donor
groups on the electronic properties in a π-conjugated organic
framework. Theoretical calculations were performed on
oligomers of increasing length to analyze the underlying
reasons for the different electronic properties. Comparison of
theoretical results with photophysical and charge transport
properties allows separating the influence of electronic
differences from that of torsional disorder in the backbone of
the three polymers.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization. All the monomers
were synthesized according to previously reported literature
methods. The three different DPP based chromophores, i.e.,
PDPP, TDPP, and SeDPP, were synthesized by a pseudo-
Stobbe condensation reaction between isopropyl succinic ester
and p-bromo benzonitrile or 2-thiophene carbonitrile or 2-
selenophene carbonitrile in the presence of a strong base

Figure 1. Chemical structure of three vinylene DPP based copolymers.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Three Vinylene DPP Based Copolymers
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sodium tert-amyl alkoxide.46 Synthesis of the three copolymers
PVPDPP-OD, PVTDPP-OD, and PVSeDPP-OD is shown in
Scheme 1. These polymers were synthesized by a Stille
coupling reaction between monomer M1 or M2 or M3 and
trans-1,2-bis(tributylstannyl)ethylene in the presence of a
palladium catalyst Pd2(dba)3 with ligand P(o-tol)3 in a Schlenk
tube. The reaction mixture from the Schlenk tube was
precipitated into methanol, and crude polymer was purified
through Soxhlet extraction in methanol and acetone.
The average molecular weights of the synthesized polymers

were determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC)
using THF as an eluent against the polystyrene standard.
Polymers with their number-average molecular weight (Mn),
weight-average molecular weight (Mw), and polydispersity
index (PDI) are given in Table 1. These polymers are highly

soluble in common organic solvents such as chloroform,
chlorobenzene, and tetrahydrofuran (THF) at room temper-
ature. Structural characterization of the monomers and
polymers was carried out using 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy.
2.2. Photophysical Properties. Optical properties of the

three vinylene-based polymers were characterized by UV−
visible spectroscopy. All three polymers exhibit dual band
absorption in their UV−visible spectra (Figure 2), but

significant differences are observed in their absorption spectra
by changing the donor group attached to the DPP unit. The
low energy peak gradually shifts red from PDPP to SeDPP
polymers, 530 nm for PVPDPP-OD, 762 and 765 nm for
PVTDPP-OD and PVSeDPP-OD, respectively. Previously, it
has been claimed that hydrogen−hydrogen steric repulsion
leads to the torsion of the phenyl ring in PDPP, resulting in
poor intermolecular electronic coupling between donor and
acceptor units.46,47 Another possible reason for the higher
absorption energy of PVPDPP is the high aromatic resonance

stabilization energy of the phenyl group, rendering phenyl a
weaker donor than thienyl and selenyl moieties.46 Theoretical
analysis shown below indicates that differences in electronic
properties contribute more than twisting to the difference in
absorption energies. In thin films, the corresponding peak
maxima are bathochromically shifted to 536, 788, and 809 nm
for PVPDPP-OD, PVTDPP-OD, and PVSeDPP-OD. The
broader absorption spectrum with a greater red shift of 44 nm
for PVSeDPP-OD compared to 26 nm for PVTDPP-OD in the
thin film absorption spectra indicates the presence of stronger
intermolecular interaction for selenium-based polymers. The
intense high-energy transition in PDPP based polymers implies
poor electronic coupling between the donor and acceptor unit
in the polymer backbone. The ratio of the low- to high-energy
band decreases in going from solution to the solid state for
PVPDPP-OD and PVTDPP-OD, but the ratio remains almost
the same for the selenium-based polymers. This observation
suggests that the effect of conformational disorder is least for
PVSeDPP-OD, as reflected in its absorption spectra.
The vibronic feature in the low energy absorption band for

PVTDPP-OD indicates the presence of interchain aggregates
due to its low solubility in the solution, and this characteristic
becomes more pronounced in the thin film. The absorption-
edge optical band gaps of PVTDPP-OD and PVSeDPP-OD are
comparable and measured to be 1.29 and 1.28 eV, respectively.
The band gap of PVPDPP-OD is wider, 2.06 eV. Compared to
the band gaps of DPP polymers without a vinylene linkage
(e.g., 2DPP-OD-OD, ΔEg = 1.22 eV), which were previously
reported by our group,48 the optical band gap increases due to
inclusion of the vinylene unit in the polymer backbone.48

2.3. Theoretical Calculations. To analyze the electronic
structures of PVPDPP-OD, PVTDPP-OD, and PVSeDPP-OD,
dimers, trimers, and tetramers of VPDPP, VTDPP, and
VSeDPP were investigated at the B3P86-30%/6-31g* level of
theory. The 2-octyldodecyl chains that do not contribute to the
electronic properties of the isolated molecules were replaced by
methyl groups to reduce the computing time.
Figure 3 shows the absorption spectra of tetramers calculated

with time-dependent density functional theory. Like in the
experimental spectra, 4-VTDPP and 4-VSeDPP exhibit a strong
low energy band and weak absorptions around 400 nm. The
first band of 4-VPDPP occurs at a much higher energy than that
of the other two systems and is weaker. In contrast, the high-
energy band is stronger. Compared to experiment, the oscillator
strengths of the high-energy features may be somewhat
underestimated, which would be the case in the presence of
some structural disorder in the experiment.
Excitation energies of oligomers are summarized in Table 2.

For comparison with experiment, oligomer data were
extrapolated with second degree polynomial fits to the
approximate experimentally determined chain lengths (31
units for VPDPP, 19 units for VTDPP, and 15 units for
VSeDPP) obtained by dividing the average molecular weights
Mn (Table 1) by the molar masses of the repeat units.
Assuming that conjugation lengths equal oligomer lengths,
theory predicts absorption peaks at 1.21 eV for 19-VTDPP,
1.20 eV for 15-VSeDPP, and 1.92 eV for 31-VPDPP in good
agreement with the measured values of 1.29, 1.28, and 2.06 eV.
The match of theoretical and experimental spectra shows that
theory reproduces the trends correctly and that analysis of the
electronic structures provides useful insights.
The large difference in excitation energies of PVPDPP and

the other two polymers was attributed to either twisting of the

Table 1. Molecular Weight Distribution of the Three
Copolymers

molecular weight

polymer Mn (kg/mol) Mw (kg/mol) PDI

PVPDPP-OD 25.6 48.3 1.89
PVTDPP-OD 15.6 38.8 2.49
PVSeDPP-OD 14.1 32.5 2.3

Figure 2. Normalized absorption spectra of three DPP based vinylene
copolymers in ODCB and in thin film.
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backbone or higher aromaticity of phenyl compared to thienyl
and selenyl groups, as increased aromaticity decreases
conjugation along the backbone. The optimized structures of
the tetramers in Figure 4 show that all systems are planar

around the vinylene moiety. VTDPP and VSeDPP oligomers
are entirely planar, and VPDPP oligomers are twisted by 24°
between the DPP and phenyl units. The planarization energies
of the VPDPP trimer and tetramer are 7.14 and 9.46 kcal/mol,
respectively.
The energy changes associated with symmetric rotation

between DPP and the donors in D-DPP-D monomer units and
for rotation around one of the donor-vinyl single bonds in the
V-D-DPP dimers were calculated (Figure 5). All three systems
are planar at the donor-vinyl single bond, only phenyl systems
are nonplanar between DPP and the phenyl rings.
For both rotations, the barriers are lowest for the phenyl

systems. Thienyl and selenyl behave similar at low angles but
rotational barriers are higher with selenyl, which indicates that

the selenyl system exhibits the strongest conjugation along the
backbone and resists rotational disorder most strongly. These
findings rationalize the constant intensity ratio of the high and
low energy absorption of PVSeDPP-OD in solution and in the
solid state. Nevertheless, the authors also do note that the
rotational energy barrier around the DPP-donor bond is higher
as compared to the vinyl-donor bond, suggesting the vinyl-
donor bond is more susceptible to the torsional disorder in the
polymer backbone.
The effect of nonplanarity on the absorption energies was

probed by calculating absorption spectra of planar and fully
optimized nonplanar 3-VPDPP (Figure 6). The first absorption
energy shifts by 30 nm to the red on planarization. The
intensity of the low energy absorption decreases slightly,
increasing the intensity ratio of low- to high-energy absorption.
As the difference in absorption energies of 3-VPDPP and 3-
VSeDPP is 213 nm, twisting is not the main reason for the
difference in absorption energies.
The extent of conjugation along the backbone can be

assessed by comparing the electron densities of the frontier
orbitals, as done in Figure 7 for 4-VPDPP and 4-VSeDPP. At
first glance, there is no major difference regarding delocalization
in HOMOs or LUMOs. On closer inspection, it appears that
the contributions of DPP to HOMO and LUMO are somewhat
larger in 4-VPDPP, indicating a trend toward localization of the
electron density.
Dual band absorption is observed in certain donor−acceptor

systems and was shown recently to be associated with the
amount of charge transferred during excitation.49 NBO analysis
reveals that the charges on the central DPP units in the ground
states are −0.105 e in 4-VPDPP, −0.154 e in 4-VTDPP, and
−0.165 e in 4-VSeDPP, confirming the donor−acceptor
character of DPP polymers and the larger donor strengths of
thienyl and selenyl. The negative charges on DPP are decreased
in the first excited states to −0.060 e, −0.131 e, and −0.136 e,
respectively. This is in contrast to other donor−acceptor
systems involving, for instance, benzothiadiazole (BT),49 where
first excited states involve substantial charge transfer from the
donors to BT. For 4-VTDPP and 4-VSeDPP, negative charges
on DPP decrease also in the higher excited states, but for 4-
VPDPP, the high energy absorption involves charge transfer of
0.018 e from the phenyl-vinylene-phenyl unit to DPP.
Analysis of the electronic configurations involved in the

excited states reveals that the first excited states are all
dominated by HOMO−LUMO transitions. The strengths of
these peaks are explained by the delocalized nature of the
HOMOs and LUMOs (Figure 7) and by the small amount of
charge transfer involved in the transitions. The higher excited
states are consequently weak. The stronger high energy
absorption of 4-VPDPP involves a lower lying orbital

Figure 3. Calculated absorption spectra of 4-VPDPP (blue), 4-VTDPP (green), and 4-VSeDPP (red).

Table 2. Absorption Energies of Dimers through Tetramers
and Extrapolated Values for VTDPP, VSeDPP, and VPDPP
Oligomers at TDB3P86-30%/6-31G*

VTDPP VSeDPP VPDPP

units eV nm eV nm eV nm

2 1.90 651 1.85 670 2.35 5.29
3 1.64 754 1.58 787 2.16 574
4 1.50 825 1.45 858 2.08 596
15 1.20 1003
19 1.21 984
31 1.92 643
infinite 1.14 1020 1.12 1047 1.90 650

Figure 4. Ground state optimized geometry of the tetramer unit of
three copolymers.
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HOMO-6 (Figure 7) and the LUMO and differs therefore from
the high energy peaks of BT systems which are dominated by
HOMO → LUMO + x transitions, with x being the number of
repeat units.49

To compare the intramolecular transport properties of the
three systems, the 10 highest occupied and the 10 lowest
unoccupied energy levels of the tetramers are plotted in Figure
8. The four levels lying below the energy gap represent the
valence bands of the corresponding polymers; the four levels
above the energy gap represent the conduction bands. Using
oligomer energy levels as bands is reliable because bandwidths
converge very fast toward polymer values with increasing

oligomer lengths. All three tetramers have wider conduction
than valence bands. Band structure theory, therefore, predicts
ambipolar behavior for all of them. Valence and conduction
bandwidths are similar for 4-VTDPP and 4-VSeDPP and much
wider than for 4-VPDPP. Bands of 4-VSeDPP are slightly wider
than for 4-VTDPP and the HOMO of 4-VSeDPP lies a little
higher and the LUMO a little lower, in agreement with results
from cyclic voltammetry (see below). Thus, the transport is
predicted to be best for VSeDPP and worst for PVPDPP.
In summary, theory predicts very similar properties for

VTDPP and VSeDPP oligomers, with slightly better values for
the latter. VPDPP has the largest band gap and the smallest
bandwidths. Therefore, PVSeDPP should perform best of the
three systems in terms of conductivity and light absorption,
although the improvement over PVTDPP is expected to be
small. For the optical and electrochemical properties, theory
and experiment are in perfect agreement, but transport
properties of PVSeDPP have so far not matched those of

Figure 5. Rotational profiles for rotation around the DPP-donor bonds and the donor-vinyl single bonds in model units (see inset).

Figure 6. Calculated absorption spectra of planar and nonplanar forms of 3-VPDPP.

Figure 7. Orbitals of 4-VSeDPP (top) and 4-VPDPP (bottom).

Figure 8. Band structure in PVPDPP, PVTDPP, and PVSeDPP.
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PVTDPP. The present theoretical analysis excludes electronic
properties at the single particle level as the reason for the
poorer transport properties of PVSeDPP compared to
PVTDPP. A possible contribution could be the lower molecular
weight and therefore shorter oligomer lengths. As shown below,
there are also differences in morphology between the two
systems, which are not considered in the present theoretical
analysis.
2.4. Electrochemical Properties. Electrochemical proper-

ties were determined by cyclic voltammetry. The positions of
the HOMO and LUMO were calculated from the correspond-
ing oxidation and reduction potentials, respectively, and band
gaps were measured by taking the difference between the
energy levels of the frontier molecular orbitals. The cyclic
voltammograms of the three polymers are shown in Figure 9.

The oxidation onset of PVPDPP-OD, PVTDPP-OD, and
PVSeDPP-OD is at 1.07, 0.87, and 0.75 V, respectively,
corresponding to the HOMO energy level of −5.57, −5.37, and
−5.25 eV. PVPDPP-OD, PVTDPP-OD, and PVSeDPP-OD
exhibit LUMO energy levels at −3.22, −3.56, and −3.69 eV,
which were calculated from their reduction onset at −1.28,
−0.94, and −0.81 V, respectively. Inclusion of chalcogen atoms
reduces the band gap, and the decrease is largest for the
selenium-containing polymer. Improved coupling between
donor and acceptor units raises the HOMO energy of
chalcogen-based polymers, and the stronger donating strength
of selenophene is responsible for the highest lying HOMO of
PVSeDPP-OD. On the other side, the lower electron affinity of
selenium stabilizes the LUMO as compared to the other two
polymers, which is a characteristic for the selenium containing
functional materials.50,51 Hence, by comparing the cyclic
voltammograms of the three polymers, we can conclude that
chalcogen atoms affect LUMO energy levels to a greater extent
than HOMO levels. Theoretical calculations predict the same.
All three polymers showed a reversible reduction cycle, but

the oxidation scan was irreversible in nature. The HOMO and
LUMO energies and corresponding band gaps are summarized
in Table 3. We see a gradual reduction in electrochemical band
gap in these three DPP polymers similar to their optical band
gap. We also observed the difference between the band gap
measured in optical and electrochemical studies, which is
attributed to the exciton binding energy.

2.5. Charge Transport Properties. The charge transport
properties of the copolymers were evaluated using thin film
transistor (TFT) measurements. Charge transport behavior in
this class of materials is directly related to their electronic and
solid-state packing properties. TFTs were fabricated in two
different device geometries, namely, bottom-gate bottom-
contact (BG-BC) and top-gate bottom-contact (TG-BC). In
BG-BC devices, Au source-drain electrodes were patterned over
Si/SiO2 substrates where Si and SiO2 acted as the gate
electrode and the gate dielectric layer, respectively. TG-BC
devices were made on glass substrates using prepatterned
bilayer Au/Al source and drain electrodes. A fluoropolymer,
CYTOP (Ashai glass), and Al were used as the dielectric and
gate electrode materials, respectively. Polymer films were spin-
coated and annealed at 140 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere.
For both PVTDPP-OD and PVSeDPP-OD, improved charge

transport characteristics were observed in the TG-BC device
geometry with both polymers exhibiting ambipolar behavior.
The output characteristics in both the p- and n-channel
operating regimes are shown in Figure 10. All devices show
good channel current saturation with minimum hysteresis in
forward and reverse biasing. The performance characteristics of
the different polymer transistors are summarized in Table 4.
Though both of the polymers showed ambipolar transport

character, the hole (μh) mobility was significantly higher than
the electron mobility (μe). Overall, the PVTDPP-OD polymer
showed better charge carrier mobility compared to its selenium
analogue. The highest hole mobility observed for PVTDPP-OD
was 0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1, while it reduced to half that value for
PVSeDPP-OD (0.05 cm2 V−1 s−1). Electron mobilities are
lower, 0.05 and 0.005 cm2 V−1 s−1 for PVTDPP-OD and
PVSeDPP-OD, respectively. Furthermore, the threshold
voltages (VTh) measured for p- and n-channel operations
were significantly high indicative of the presence of a large
number of trap states at the semiconductor−dielectric interface.
Use of an alternative gate dielectric and/or improvements in
the polymer processing could lead to reduced VTh. However,
this is beyond the scope of this study and will be the focus of
future investigations.
For a similar polymer (2DPP-OD-OD), as mentioned

previously, with repetitive 2-octyldodecyl alkyl chains on the
DPP monomers without any vinyl linkage, no field effect
mobility was observed.48 Hence, close proximity of a very long
and branched alkyl chain appears to be detrimental for
molecular packing and consequently for measurable charge
transport in the device channel. Here the vinylene group acts as
a spacer between two DPP units to reduce the interchain
repulsive interaction. Additionally, vinylene units increase the
donating strength to improve the push pull−interaction in D−
A copolymers enhancing the p-channel mobility.6,36,52−55 Thus,

Figure 9. Cyclic voltammograms of three DPP based vinylene
polymers recorded at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s.

Table 3. Summary of Optical and Electrochemical Data of
the Three Copolymers

UV−vis absorption spectra

solution
thin
film electrochemical properties

polymer
λmax
(nm)

λmax
(nm)

Eg
opt a

(eV)
HOMO
(eV)

LUMO
(eV)

Eg
elec

(eV)

PVPDPP-OD 530 536 2.06 −5.57 −3.22 2.35
PVTDPP-OD 762 788 1.29 −5.37 −3.56 1.81
PVSeDPP-OD 765 809 1.28 −5.22 −3.69 1.56

aCalculated from onset of solution state absorption spectra.
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by increasing the number of thiophene or selenophene groups
as spacers in DPP based polymers with very long alkyl chains, a
significantly higher charge carrier mobility is obtained.28,43 In a
similar way, by reducing the steric repulsion with the
incorporation of shorter alkyl chains (2-hexyldecyl) in TDPP
vinylene polymers, Wu et al. have demonstrated a similar
charge carrier mobility as in the present work with low
threshold voltages36 which indicates a decrease in the interfacial
defects.
2.6. Near Edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. The

extent of molecular ordering in 150 nm thin films of PVTDPP-
OD and PVSeDPP-OD was investigated using near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) measurements in trans-
mission mode at the Pollux56 beamline at Swiss Light Source
(SLS). To avoid any X-ray induced damage, a defocused beam
was used to obtain carbon K-edge spectra with a low dwell
time. Samples were also measured after annealing at 200 °C for

30 min. As shown in Figure 11, a distinct peak at 284.6 eV is
seen for all of the samples (except for the as-cast PVTDPP-
OD). We are chiefly concerned with this peak, since it is
sensitive to the orientation of the aromatic structures of the
polymer backbone. The peak corresponds to the C 1s → π*
transition primarily arising from the aromatic component in the
samples. The intensity of this peak depends on the cosine of
the angle between the transition dipole moment (TDM) and
the electric field vector (E) of the incident radiation.57 The
TDM in the case of the polymers such as those under
investigation in this study is perpendicular to the conjugation
plane of the aromatic components. Since the incident E vector
lies in the plane of the sample, due to the linear horizontal
polarization of the X-ray radiation, the intensity of this
resonance peak is at the maximum if the aromatic rings are
aligned on the sample in an edge-on fashion with the polymer
backbone also perpendicular to the E vector. While variation in

Figure 10. p-Channel (a, c) and n-channel (b, d) output characteristics of OFET devices fabricated from PVTDPP-OD (a, b) and PVSeDPP-OD (c,
d).

Table 4. Summary of the OFET Device Parameters for the Two Chalcogen Based Copolymers in the TG-BC Device
Configuration

VTh (V)

polymer D/S gate dielectric μe (cm
2 V−1 s−1) μh (cm

2 V−1 s−1) (n) (p)

PVTDPP-OD Au/Al CYTOP 0.05 0.1 74 −143
PVSeDPP-OD Au/Al CYTOP 0.005 0.05 141 −144
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this intensity can indicate the local alignment of the aromatic
rings with respect to the sample surface, one can also comment
on the extent of ordering if spectra are averaged over a large
area. Several spectra were obtained over a region of 200 μm in
order to choose a smaller representative region of the sample.
Line spectra over a 20 μm length were obtained before and
after annealing without changing the orientation and relative
position of the sample with respect to the incident radiation. As
can be seen in Figure 11, there is a significant difference
between the spectra of the as-cast and annealed samples in the
case of PVTDPP-OD. The orientation of the aromatic rings can
be considered to be isotropic in the case of as-cast PVTDPP-
OD, since the resonance peak is insignificant. The intensity of
the resonance peak increases upon annealing, indicating that
the aromatic rings prefer a particular orientation in the chosen
area of investigation. This also indicates that the molecular
ordering is enhanced upon annealing. This behavior is not
observed in the spectra of PVSeDPP-OD. The degree of
molecular ordering does not change significantly upon
annealing, thus indicating that the film is sufficiently ordered
even before annealing. However, contrary to these findings, the
charge transport properties of PVTDPP-OD are better than
those of PVSeDPP-OD. This indicates that the differences in
molecular ordering between these two polymers are not the
reason for the inferior charge transport properties of PVSeDPP-
OD. The authors do note that definitive comments on the
molecular tilt and orientation require further detailed
investigations.

3. CONCLUSION
Optical properties of the vinylene-DPP polymers follow similar
trends as observed for the DPP based nonvinylene polymers;
optical band gaps gradually decrease with the increase in the
donating strength from phenyl to selenyl, and selenyl yields a
broader optical absorption than thienyl. The vinylene unit leads
to a slight increase in the optical band gap but improves order
in the solid state.
Theoretical analysis reveals that only PVPDPP oligomers

have nonplanar structures. Twisting along the backbone
increases the absorption energy, but the major contribution
to the much higher excitation energies of PVPDPP compared
to PVTDPP and PVSeDPP is electronic effects of the phenyl
ring.

Optical, electrochemical, and NEXAFS experiments and
theory predict better transport properties for PVSeDPP than
for PVTDPP. However, OFET measurements achieved slightly
lower p- and n-channel mobilities with PVSeDPP. A possible
reason for the inferior performance of PVSeDPP is the lower
molecular weight of PVSeDPP, which corresponds to an
average chain length of 15 repeat units as compared to 19
repeat units for PVTDPP. We hope to improve device
performance in the future by better controlling crystallinity,
orientation of the polymer chain over the substrates, and/or
processing of the thin film during device fabrication.
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